Personal Web Page
Create a personal web page about yourself.

Your page should contain at least 5 html files. The very first file that will be seen on the web, as you know, must be named index.html

A personal web page should talk about you: maybe your family, your school (or education), your hobbies, your friends.

You should make use of the tags that are covered in the class-lectures. (If you wish, you can go beyond that – as long as it is your own work. No cheating allowed.) On the web there are many tutorials on creating web pages.

Your web page should display pictures, contain links to other files and web URLs. The web should be easy to be read, colorful and enjoyable.

Since I also check the source code of your pages, try to use indentation when necessary; write code that is easy to read.

IMPORTANT: Even if your web page might look perfect in your PC folder, due to some syntax mistakes (that are ignored by Windows) it might not look so good when uploaded on the server. Thoroughly check your html code.

SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS
When you are done with the writing and uploading of the final version of your web page, you must send me an email and let me know that the web page is up on the server, ready to be viewed and graded.

The email subject should be: yourname – Web page DONE
For example: Simina Fluture – Web page DONE

The email body should be the URL of your web page in the format: http://cs12.cs.qc.cuny.edu/~your_username
For example: http://cs12.cs.qc.cuny.edu/~fsi1234

The only way that I can check your web page is by clicking on the corresponding URL link.

Note: if you have problems, questions, email me and talk to me next week.
Good Luck !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!